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Abstract

Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia (APL) has become the most curable subtype of acute myeloid leukemia in adults with the advent of the 
differentiating agents, all-trans retinoic acid and arsenic trioxide. However, Early Death (ED) remains a challenge and represents the 
last major obstacle to the cure of almost every patient. An overwhelming majority of ED in APL is attributable to life-threatening bleeding, a 
phenomenon driven by complex alterations in the coagulation system. Therefore, prompt recognition of APL and immediate initiation of 
All-Trans Retinoic Acid (ATRA) in emergency departments–prior to confirmation of the diagnosis–is essential. All-trans retinoic acid 
must be immediately available, which is often problematic since most institutions will see very few APL patients in a year and will not 
find it cost-effective to maintain a supply. Aggressive management of the coagulopathy and less common causes of ED, such as the 
differentiation syndrome and infections, is required. Since emergency departments and immediate care healthcare professionals are often 
the first to encounter a patient with APL, their training should include comprehensive diagnostic and initial management details. Recent 
data suggest that early consultation with a colleague with expertise in APL for initial hour-by-hour management is very helpful in 
reducing the ED rate. Tackling this last major obstacle in the cure of all patients requires providers to astutely recognize the 
disease and manage patients according to recommended guidelines.
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Description
Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia (APL) is an uncommon,  but highly 

curable subtype of Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML). However, by 
almost any parameter one considers, APL differs from all other 
subtypes. The morphology of the malignant cells is distinctive, the 
pathogenesis of the disease is well understood, the most important 
prognostic factor for relapse is simply the presenting White Blood 
Cell (WBC) count,  the treatment is completely  different, and there is 
no primary  resistance [1]. Furthermore,  the disease is as sensitive  in 
older adults as in younger adults, and therapy-related APL is as 
curable as de novo disease. In cooperative group studies with 
current therapeutic strategies, 98% of patients with low-risk disease 
(representing 75% of all patients) (WBC count ≤ 10,000/µL) and 
90-95% of those with high-risk disease (WBC count  >10,000/µL) are
cured assuming that they survive Early Death (ED) defined as death
within 30 days of presentation [2]. Early death occurs in 5-10% of
patients in cooperative  group studies where patients are necessarily
selected, but in up to 30% of patients in population-based studies
where every patient with the disease is included and is most often
attributable to life-threatening bleeding [3] . Such bleeding is due to  a

complex coagulopathy caused by a combination of disseminated 
intravascular coagulation, fibrinolysis and proteolysis [4]. 
Mucocutaneous bleeding, often with multiple large ecchymoses out of 
proportion of the level of thrombocytopenia, is characteristic and a useful 
clinical pearl [5]. Thrombosis is an often underappreciated and 
unrecognized manifestation of the coagulopathy. Other contributors 
to ED–albeit at low rates in the present era–include differentiation 
syndrome (a hyperinflammatory state related to the use of differentiating 
agents such as All-Trans Retinoic Acid (ATRA) and arsenic trioxide, 
usually treatable with corticosteroids) and infections [6]. However, 
bleeding is responsible for the vast majority of ED in patients with APL. 
Early death, rather than resistant disease as is the case for all other 
subtypes of AML, has emerged as the most important obstacle to cure in 
APL in the modern era.

Unfortunately, some patients present with fatal (often intracranial) 
bleeding too far advanced to save. However, the overwhelming 
majority of patients can be cured with three cornerstones of 
treatment including early diagnosis (aided by early suspicion of the 
disease), aggressive blood product support, and rapid institution of 
appropriate treatment with ATRA and arsenic-based approaches,all 
carried  out with a sense of urgency. Early aggressive blood  
product  support  with  platelets  and  cryoprecipitate  to  correct the 
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coagulopathy (maintain platelet counts ≥ 30,000–50,000/µL and 
fibrinogen ≥ 100–150 mg/dL). Higher transfusion targets may be 
needed in the presence of active bleeding depending on the site and 
severity of the bleeding. These measures should be instituted before 
transfer to the inpatient floor, before a bone marrow aspiration/biopsy 
is done, and before genetic confirmation of the diagnosis. This will 
require not only hematologists (who in effect become emergency 
department physicians), but also emergency medicine and immediate 
care healthcare professionals (who in effect become hematologists) 
to be adequately trained in the diagnosis and initial management of 
APL.

Emergency departments need to examine the CBC, coagulation 
profile and peripheral blood smear in any patient with an abnormal 
WBC count or platelet count. This can be done with the help of a 
hematologist, and we suggest that every hematologist should be 
able to recognize the morphology of APL since a hematopathologist 
may not be immediately available. Since ATRA should be 
administered at the very earliest suspicion of APL it must be 
available urgently in emergency departments. This often poses a 
conundrum. Most institutions will see very few APL patients in a 
year. Many may feel it is neither cost- nor administrative-effective to 
maintain a stock of ATRA in the pharmacy. An alternative would be 
to establish a network for rapid procurement of ATRA. It is important 
to adhere to established written guidelines such as those 
promulgated by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
(NCCN). Patients treated according to NCCN guidelines may fare 
better than those not treated in accordance with such guidelines [7]. 
Furthermore, recent data suggest that an effective strategy may be 
to contact a colleague with expertise in the care of patients with 
APL who can share therapeutic guidelines particularly for early 
hour-by-hour management of the disease [8].

The success of curative therapeutic approaches in APL has been 
realized by a series of successive studies carried out by 
cooperative groups and single institutions with worldwide 
collaboration [9]. Tackling ED, the last major obstacle to the 
cure of almost every patient with APL, will require similar 
collaboration and coordination among a variety of 
healthcare professionals.
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